Identifying a speaker’s regional origin: the role of temporal information
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Abstract

Previous studies have revealed that, depending on the language, listeners can identify speakers’ dialects quite well. The role of segments and prosody in this task is largely unknown, however. In a between-subjects design, we tested a total of 30 listeners in two conditions: in the unmorphed condition, listeners heard original sentences from two Swiss German dialects; in the duration morphed condition, listeners heard the same material, but with syllable durations exchanged between the two dialects. In a two-alternative forced choice design, subjects judged the regional origin of the stimuli heard. Results revealed near perfect identification performance for both conditions, thus underlining the overriding dominance of segmental cues in dialect identification tasks. The findings reported are pertinent to forensic phonetics, enhancing the diagnostic power of naïve and expert listeners’ claims about suspect speakers’ voices.
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1. Introduction

The speech stream consists of segmental and suprasegmental (i.e., prosodic) features, both of which can be successfully exploited for dialect identification. [1, 2] reported that naïve Swiss German (SwG) listeners, for example, can identify a speaker’s dialect at rates of 86% and 74% respectively. [3, 4] showed that Dutch listeners correctly identified Dutch dialects at a rate of 60%. In other languages naïve listeners may perform somewhat less well: [5] report identification rates of 30–50% for American and British English dialects, and [6, 7] report similarly poor recognition rates for German dialects.

What these accounts did not address, however, is the role of segmental and suprasegmental cues in this identification process. Existing research in this field is mostly exploratory: in a pilot study, [8] created stimuli with multi-dimensional combinations of Indian and British English segmental and suprasegmental cues. Results showed that segmental cues seemed most diagnostic for the recognition of a variety, followed by f0 and temporal information. [2] examined the perceptual saliency of different linguistic cues: in an eight-alternative forced-choice experiment using SwG stimuli, listeners were asked to note down which features they judged to be most salient for dialect recognition. Most listeners reported dialect-specific lexical items as being most diagnostic. Segmental features such as differences in /ɛ/ realization were also considered important diagnostics. Suprasegmental features were classified as less indicative by naïve listeners. [3] examined the degree to which the amount of segmental information in the signal affects dialect identification for Dutch and English, using monotonization and low-pass filtering. They report a tendency for dialect identification scores to decrease the less segmental information there is in the signal. It remains unclear, however, exactly which parameters of prosody – duration, f0, or intensity – contribute to dialect identification. Speech manipulation in the sense of morphing prosodic parameters of one variety onto the segmental string of another – as currently applied in research on L2 accentuatedness and intelligibility [9, 10, 11, 12] – would allow these parameters to be disentangled and their respective contribution to dialect identification to be evaluated.

In this proof-of-concept study, we examine the role of segmental and suprasegmental cues in the identification of a speaker’s dialect. In particular, we examine the role of temporal cues in the identification process. This question is approached by means of an experiment in which segmental and temporal cues are played off against each other. This can be achieved by manipulating the speech signal so that the durational features of dialect X will be morphed onto the segments of dialect Y and vice versa [cf. 13]. These manipulated stimuli are then presented to naïve listeners who are asked to judge whether the stimulus they hear is from a speaker of dialect X or Y. On the basis of the survey of the sparse existing literature, it is conceivable that segmental features will override temporal cues as more important cues in the identification of a dialect. The findings are pertinent to the reliability and diagnostic power of naïve and expert listeners’ claims about a suspect speaker’s dialect in forensic speaker comparison.

2. Methods

In a between-subject design we tested 30 listeners: 15 in the unmorphed condition and 15 in the duration morphed condition. The between-subject design is preferred given a potential learning curve on the part of the listeners when exposed to morphed stimuli: [14] report that distorted speech becomes more intelligible with experience.

2.1. Dialects

Bern (BE) and Valais (VS) SwG were chosen. Previous research has shown distinct differences in suprasegmentals [1, 15, 16] and segmentals [17, 18]. As for differences in the time domain, [15] reported faster speaking rates for VS SwG. [16] reported significant rhytmical differences (%V [19] and VarcoV [20]).

2.2. Speakers

12 speakers provided the sentence material for this study (6 VS SwG speakers (3f/3m); 6 BE SwG speakers (3f/3m)).
Speakers claimed to speak the respective dialects on a daily basis and were aged between 18 and 33.

2.3. Material

To circumvent the question of how to create sentences that balance salient dialectal features, we randomly selected 10 from the 336 sentences of the Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) corpus [21]. We made BE and VS SwG transcripts of these 10 sentences. Recorders were recorded in a sound-treated booth using an omnidirectional Earthworks QTC40 high definition condenser microphone (sampling rate of 44.1kHz; 16-bit quantization). Sentences were manually labeled in Praat [22]. We performed a syllable-based segmentation, following sonority hierarchy principles [23, 24]. Before durations were morphed, we calculated the means of the males’ and females’ f0s (males: 127.5 Hz, females: 216.1 Hz). We then normalized both males’ and females’ sentences to these f0 values, using Praat’s ‘change gender’ function (which adjusts f0 medians, leaving f0 variability intact). On the one hand, this prevents listeners from identifying speakers based on their f0s; on the other, it renders even baseline – unmorphed – stimuli synthetic. This is important as it means both groups of subjects heard artificially manipulated speech. For duration morphing, the syllable durations of sentence 01 of speaker BE01, for example, were morphed onto the syllables of sentence 01 of speaker VS01. Analogously, the syllable durations of sentence 01 of speaker VS01 were morphed onto the syllables of sentence 01 of speaker BE01, see Figure 1.

2.4. Subjects

30 listeners (15 / condition) were recruited at the University of Zurich (unmorphed: 11f, 4m; duration morphed: 14f, 1m). Listeners were all speakers of Zurich German and students at the University of Zurich. Mean age for the unmorphed speech condition was 26 (SD=6.2), mean age for the duration morphed condition was 23 (SD=5). It can be assumed that all listeners were relatively equally exposed to VS and BE SwG either through personal contacts or through the media.

2.5. Procedure

Listeners were familiarized with the experiment interface and the types of stimuli used. In the main part of the experiment they heard 120 stimuli of roughly 5–8 seconds per stimulus; each stimulus was played once and heard through high-quality headphones. The order of the stimuli was randomized separately for each subject. Following stimulus presentation, listeners decided whether this sentence was BE or VS SwG by clicking on the corresponding button on a laptop screen, using the experiment interface shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Experiment interface used. To give the response, listeners clicked on the respective button.](image)

Listeners were able to indicate their confidence level on a 3-point scale (ranging from 1=’certain’ to 3=’only guessed’).

2.6. Data analysis

To examine production differences in the time domain, we applied three temporal metrics on the dialects: speaking rate, the rate-normalized standard deviation of syllable interval durations VarcoSyl [26], and the rate-normalized average differences between consecutive syllable interval durations nPvSyl [26]. We used a signal detection theory framework to assess identification performance, calculating A’ (with BE SwG as the signal and VS SwG as the noise). A’ is a non-parametric measure of sensitivity used to eliminate response bias [27]. It ranges from 0 to 1 (chance level at A’=0.5), 1 indicating perfect sensitivity (i.e. perfect identification of both dialects) and 0 indicating no sensitivity. As a measure of listeners’ response bias we report the non-parametric B’p, ranging from -1 (bias towards responding BE SwG) to +1 (bias towards responding VS SwG), where 0 indicates no bias. We further report the percentage of correct responses when investigating the effect of dialect. All data were analyzed using R [28] and the R package lme4 [29]. If not indicated otherwise, we analyzed data using linear mixed effect models. Dialect and gender were treated as fixed effects, item and speaker as random effects. We included by-speaker random slopes on the effect of dialect.

3. Results

3.1. Production

Differences between the two dialects in speaking rate – as captured by the number of syllables per second – were not
significant. Descriptively, however, BE SwG (M=4.3, SD=.75) speakers articulated more slowly than VS speakers (M=4.7, SD=.78). As for the rhythm metrics applied, we found differences between the two dialects in VarcoSyl, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Boxplots of VarcoSyl by dialect.

VS speakers (M=.42, SD=.11) showed less syllable duration interval variation than BE speakers (M=.48, SD=.12). This difference was significant (p=.0015, AIC=-260).

3.2. Perception

3.2.1. Effect of condition

Figure 4 shows the boxplots of the dialects' A’. The left-hand panel shows the full A’ scale from 0 to 1; on the right-hand side the scale is truncated to zoom in on the effect.

In unmorphed speech, mean sensitivity was at .98 (SD=.02); when durations were morphed, mean sensitivity dropped to .95 (SD=.04). A one-sample t-test showed that A’ was significantly above chance (.05) for unmorphed speech (t(14)=118.4, p<.0001*) and duration morphed speech (t(14)=48.9, p<.0001*). We obtained a distinct ceiling effect. There further was a significant effect of condition: listeners’ sensitivity was significantly higher in unmorphed speech (linear model F(1, 29)=7.4, p=.011). Listeners’ confidence did not differ between the unmorphed (M=1.13, SD=.08) and the duration morphed condition, however (M=1.20, SD=.24).

Figure 4: Boxplots of A’ by condition. Left panel: full representation; right panel: y-axis truncated from .85 to 1.0.

For both dialects, unmorphed speech showed a higher %correct (BE: M=.96, SD=.05; VS: M=.97, SD=.02) than duration morphed speech (BE: M=.96, SD=.06; VS: M=.92, SD=.09). The variability in responses for the VS duration morphed condition was much wider than in VS unmorphed condition. These differences were not significant, however (Bonferroni-adj. a). Further, listeners’ confidence scores did not differ between the VS (M=1.16, SD=0.21) and BE samples (M=1.18, SD=.17). For VS SwG, confidence scores slightly decreased from the unmorphed speech (M=1.11, SD=.10) to the duration morphed condition (M=1.21, SD=.27).

3.2.2. Between-dialect differences

We further computed the percentage of correct responses for the BE and VS SwG stimuli separately. Figure 5 shows boxplots of %correct crossed against dialect and condition.

Figure 5: Boxplots of %correct crossed against dialect and condition.

For VS SwG, confidence scores slightly decreased from the unmorphed speech (M=1.11, SD=.10) to the duration morphed condition (M=1.21, SD=.27).

3.2.3. Bias

To examine whether listeners had a significant preference for responding to either of the dialects, we calculated B''D for every condition (cf. 2.6). There was no clear preference in both conditions (unmorphed: M=.07, SD=.42; morphed: M=.05, SD=.6), as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Boxplots of B''D.
The spread of the responses is wider in duration morphed speech. This indicates a greater variability in the listeners’ biases towards either dialect.

4. Discussion & Conclusion

Results of the production data revealed between-dialect differences for BE and VS SwG in the time domain, which legitimizes the choice of the two dialects for our research question. VS SwG speakers articulated faster, a trend that has has been previously reported [15]. The dialects further differed in the rhythm metric VarcoSyl. VS SwG’s lower VarcoSyl may be explained by the fact that this dialect tends to exhibit non-reduced syllables, i.e. retaining full vowels, in unstressed environments [18]. This feature – not found in BE SwG – may lower temporal variability in VS SwG.

Results of the perception test indicate that (i) listeners are very sensitive to discriminating between the two dialects, (ii) durational cues seem to occupy a marginal – albeit statistically significant – role when it comes to identifying a speaker’s dialect, and (iii) listeners’ responses were more variable in the duration condition.

(i) is consistent with data reported in [1, 2], which showed that SwG listeners perform above chance level at identifying BE and VS SwG. Naïve SwG listeners are well aware of dialectal variation; this knowledge allows them to make relatively accurate identification judgments.

(ii) seems to match the observations reported in [2, 3, 8]: all three studies underlined the critical role of segmental information in dialect identification. Even if syllable durations are swapped between two dialects, listeners are able to identify the dialect almost perfectly. However, despite the very high level of identification performance, dialect identification deteriorates significantly when durations are morphed.

(iii) Figure 4 suggests more variation in listener response for the morphed stimuli. The rightmost boxplot in Figure 5 reveals that this variation particularly stems from the responses given to the VS samples in the duration morphed condition. Listeners’ confidence scores may help explain this variability: descriptively, there was a decrease in confidence from the unmorphed to the duration morphed condition, particularly for the VS samples. Moreover, listener bias was more variable in the duration morphed condition than in the unmorphed condition (cf. Figure 6). These findings suggest that response behavior tends to become more variable in duration morphed speech, which seems to be caused by the mismatch in segmental and temporal information.

These findings, while preliminary, help us understand the role of segmental and durational cues in the identification of speakers’ dialects. The task of dialect identification is exploited in forensic phonetic research. In forensic speaker comparison (FSC), experts compare speech in criminal and suspect recordings to evaluate the evidence under competing prosecution and defense hypotheses. A speaker’s dialect significantly contributes to the uniqueness of a speaker’s voice, which is why dialectal information is typically incorporated in the analysis of criminal and suspect recordings [30, 31]. In FSC, not only experts evaluate speech material but also witnesses or victims who might have heard the criminal’s voice. In the course of the investigation, these so-called ‘earwitnesses’ may attend a voice parade where a recording of the suspect’s voice is presented along with a number of recordings of similar voices. The earwitness is then asked to pick out the speaker s/he believes was heard at the crime scene [32]. When earwitnesses are asked to describe the voice they heard, dialect forms a central part in that description [33]. The results presented in this study contribute to the increasing knowledge base of dialect identification. In general, therefore, these findings may enhance the reliability of claims (both expert and naïve) about a suspect speaker’s dialect, potentially making these claims diagnostically more conclusive.

To develop a full picture of the role of segmental and suprasegmental features in the identification of a speaker’s dialect, the current experiment needs to be expanded:

(a) f0 information will also be morphed and added as a separate, third, condition. This will allow for an assessment of the role of intonation in dialect identification tasks.

(b) There is abundant room for progress in determining exactly which segmental cues in the material listeners perceived as diagnostic for BE or VS SwG. More in-depth analyses of the sentences used will provide these insights.

(c) Forensic crime material frequently includes background noise (e.g. bar noise, traffic noise, reverberation, hotel lobby noise etc.). Noise has detrimental effects on speech perception. This raises the question to what degree naïve earwitnesses and experts are able to assess a suspect’s dialect in noisy conditions: speech in noise conditions need thus to be added to the experiment design. Moreover, will the contribution of segmental and suprasegmental information in the identification of a speaker’s dialect be the same in adverse listening conditions? Recent research reports that background noise can trigger a re-ranking of acoustic cues to linguistic categories, where “secondary” cues in laboratory settings become the only accessible, and thus “primary”; cues in noisy environments [34]. The kinds of coping strategies that listeners use when exposed to speech in adverse listening conditions can reveal mechanisms that may not come to light when speech is observed in laboratory conditions.

An expansion of the experiment incorporating the points mentioned here will further heighten the reliability and diagnostic power of naïve and expert listeners’ claims about a suspect speaker’s dialect.
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